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ABSTRACT
There is considerable controversy regarding the association between smoking
and prognosis in surgically treated bladder cancer. The present meta-analysis was
performed to quantify the role of smoking status in bladder cancer recurrence,
progression and patient survival by pooling the available previous data. Pubmed,
Embase and the Cochrane Library databases were searched for eligible studies
published prior to April 2016. Random and fixed effects models were used to calculate
the summary relative risk estimates (SRRE). A total of 10,192 patients from 15 studies
were included in the meta-analysis. There was evidence of positive associations
between current smoking and the risk of recurrence (SRRE=1.23; 95% CI, 1.05–
1.45) and mortality (SRRE=1.28; 95% CI, 1.07-1.52) in bladder cancer. Furthermore,
former smoking had positive associations with bladder cancer recurrence (SRRE=1.22;
95% CI, 1.09-1.37) and mortality (SRRE=1.20; 95% CI, 1.03-1.41). However,
there was no significant association between bladder cancer progression risk and
current (SRRE=1.11; 95% CI, 0.71-1.75) or previous smoking (SRRE=1.16; 95%
CI, 0.92-1.46). The findings indicate that current and former smoking increase the
risk of recurrence and mortality in patients with bladder cancer. However, due to
the nonrandomized and retrospective nature of the current study, patients may be
prone to potential selection bias. Prospective and larger epidemiological studies with
a longer follow-up are required to confirm these findings.

However patient outcome often remains poor despite
systemic therapy. Following radical cystectomy (RC),
the 5-year recurrence-free survival rate is 58-65%, and
the cancer-specific survival is 60-66% [3, 4]. Thus, it is
important to investigate what factors affect the prognosis
of bladder cancer patients following surgery.
Tobacco smoking is a well-established risk factor
for bladder cancer development, acting to increase the risk
by 2- to 4-fold. In most populations, smoking is related to
more than half of bladder cancer cases in men and a third
of cases in women [5]. In the past several decades, smoking
has gradually declined [6]. Smoking status and the effect

INTRODUCTION
Bladder cancer is the most frequently diagnosed
cancer in the urinary tract and is the ninth most common
cancer worldwide [1]. Approximately 75% of newly
diagnosed bladder cancers are noninvasive, and this type
has a high rate of recurrence and progression despite
the use of local therapy. The probability of recurrence
at 5 years ranges from 31-78% and the probability of
progression ranges from 1-45% [2]. The remaining 25%
of bladder cancer cases (invasive) either require radical
surgery or systemic therapy, including chemotherapy.
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on the outcome of bladder cancer after surgery has gained
considerable research attention over the last few years;
however, the analyses have yielded somewhat inconsistent
results. Some reports indicated that quitting smoking
reduced the risk of disease recurrence, disease progression
and cancer-specific mortality [7–9], whereas other studies
detected no significant association between smoking status
and the prognosis of patients with bladder cancer [10–12]. A
recent systematic review examined the relationship between
smoking status and outcome of urothelial carcinoma
patients; however, no analysis was performed using data
pooled from multiple previous studies [13].
Evidence of the prognostic significance of smoking
status may emphasize the importance of urologists in
improving patient awareness of the risks of smoking and
the benefits of quitting. Furthermore, it may highlight the
importance of determining the smoking status of patients
when making clinical treatment decisions. The aim of
this study was to examine the association of smoking
status with prognosis in bladder cancer patients following
surgery, and to explore potential sources of heterogeneity
across previous studies by performing a meta-analysis.

were pooled to examine the relationship between smoking
status and patient prognosis in bladder cancer treated with
surgery. Of these 15 studies, 3 were conducted in multinational centers [7, 8, 16], 4 in the United States [17–
20], 2 in Italy [11, 21], and 1 in each of the Netherlands
[10], Canada [22], China [9], Korea [12], India [23] and
Lebanon [24]. In 10 studies, 6,307 patients were treated
with transurethral resection of the bladder (TURB),
and the 3,885 patients in the other 5 reports underwent
RC. The outcomes identified were disease recurrence in
15 studies, disease progression in 5 studies and cancerspecific mortality in 5 studies. The Newcastle-Ottawa
scale (NOS) score of the included studies ranged from 7
to 9, indicating that all the studies were of high quality
(Table 2).

Current smoking and prognosis in bladder
cancer after surgery
The meta-analysis revealed that current smoking
was associated with an increased risk of bladder cancer
recurrence compared with a never smoking status,
with an SRRE of 1.23 (95% CI, 1.05-1.45). Substantial
heterogeneity was observed across the studies (I2=56.3%;
Q=32.02; heterogeneity P-value=0.004) (Figure 2A).
No evidence of any association was detected between
current smoking and disease progression (SRRE=1.11;
95% CI, 0.71-1.75) (Figure 3A). Significant variability
was detected among the studies of disease progression
(I2=54.4%; Q=8.77; heterogeneity P-value=0.067).
Moreover, compared with never smoking, current smoking
had a positive association with bladder cancer-specific
mortality (SRRE=1.28; 95% CI, 1.07-1.52) (Figure 4A),
and no substantial heterogeneity was indicated across the
studies (I2=0.0%; Q=3.61, heterogeneity P-value=0.462).
There was no statistical evidence of publication bias in the
studies that measured disease recurrence (Begg, P=0.621;
and Egger, P=0.697), disease progression (Begg, P=0.462;
and Egger, P=0.217) and cancer-specific mortality (Begg,
P=1.000; and Egger, P=0.413) in current smokers.
Subgroup and meta-regression analyses were
conducted to explore the heterogeneity among studies
assessing the relationship between current smoking and
disease recurrence (Table 3). No statistically significant
source of heterogeneity was identified. Sensitivity
analyses were performed by sequentially excluding each
study in turn to examine the influence of individual studies
on the pooled results. The results indicated the significant
association between current smoking and disease
recurrence was reliable and robust (data not shown).

RESULTS
Literature search results
Our search strategy identified 3,685 articles, of
which 250 were considered to be potentially relevant
articles following the exclusion of irrelevant studies,
including mechanistic studies, case reports, reviews,
meta-analyses, meeting abstracts and comments. Of
these, 166 articles were excluded because the studies
were not population-based studies, the smoking status
was not evaluated or the related outcomes were not
reported in the analyses. The remaining 84 studies
were assessed by full text review, and 39 articles were
excluded because the smoking status was not categorized
as current smoker, former smoker and never smoker in
these studies. Additionally, 23 studies did not report the
relative risk estimates and the corresponding 95% CI,
or did not provide sufficient information to estimate
them. Furthermore, the patients in another 5 studies had
upper tract urothelial carcinoma treated with radical
nephroureterectomy, and these 5 studies were therefore
excluded. In addition, 2 studies were excluded due to
an overlap of the study population with that of another
study [14, 15]. Therefore, a total of 15 studies published
between 1995 and 2015 were finally included in our metaanalysis. A flow chart of the search and selection process
is shown in Figure 1.

Study characteristics

Former smoking and prognosis in bladder
cancer after surgery

The characteristics of the studies included in the
meta-analysis are presented in Table 1. A total of 10,192
patients from 13 cohort studies and 2 case-control studies

A total of 15 studies assessed the association of
former smoking with bladder cancer recurrence after
surgery. A positive association with former smoking
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was observed among the studies that assessed disease
recurrence (SRRE=1.22; 95% CI, 1.09-1.37), with
evidence of heterogeneity detected (I2=35.2%; Q=21.59;
heterogeneity P-value=0.087) (Figure 2B). Moreover,
although there was no significant association between
former smoking and disease progression (SRRE=1.16;
95% CI, 0.92-1.46) (Figure 3B), cancer-specific mortality
was increased by 20% in former smokers compared with
never smokers (SRRE=1.20; 95% CI, 1.03-1.41) (Figure
4B). There was no evidence of heterogeneity among
the studies that recorded disease progression (I2=0.0%;
Q=1.35; heterogeneity P-value=0.853) and cancer-

specific mortality (I2=0.0%; Q=0.59; heterogeneity
P-value=0.964) in former smokers. Furthermore, though
no statistical evidence of publication bias was suggested
by Begg’s or Egger’s tests in the meta-analyses of disease
recurrence (Begg, P=0.806; and Egger, P=0.617) and
disease progression (Begg, P=0.806; and Egger, P=0.617).
However, the Begg’s (P=0.027) and Egger’s (P=0.013)
tests of reports on cancer-specific mortality indicated that
there was possible publication bias.
Among the subgroup analyses, although no
significant modifiers that would cause inter-study
heterogeneity were detected, the findings of subgroup

Figure 1: Flow diagram of study selection.
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Table 1: Characteristics of studies included in meta-analysis of smoking status and bladder cancer outcomes

Study

Pastore
2015 [21]

Setting
(Country)

Database
archive
of the
Department
of Urology
(Italy)

Period

Mean
Cur: Mean
follow- Sample
For:
age
Sex (%)
up
size
Non (years)
(months)

Disease
stage

NOS
score

Outcomes of Cur vs. Non and For vs.
Non
(SRRE 95%CI)
Recurrence

2008~2003

45.1

574

200:
216:
158

62.2

male
100

NMIBC

8

3.20(1.985.17)a
2.19(1.383.48)a

Grotenhuis
2015 [10]

The
1995~2010
Netherlands
Cancer
Registry
(Netherlands)

44.4

963

292:
490:
181

63.9

male
82.1;
female
17.9

NMIBC

8

0.93(0.671.29);
1.14(0.851.53)

Wyszynski
2014 [24]

The New
1994~2001
Hampshire
State Cancer
Registry
(Lebanon)

72.0

726

214:
379:
123

61.6

male
76.4;
female
23.6

NMIBC

8

1.51(1.082.13);
1.61(1.172.20)

Progression

Cancerspecific
mortality

0.80(0.451.42);
1.36(0.842.21)

Kim 2014
[17]

Memorial
SloanKettering
Cancer
Center
(USA)

1990~2011

46.0

139

41:
63:
35

65.0

male
71.2,
female
28.8

MIBC

8

0.91(0.441.84);
1.24(0.662.31)

Serretta
2013 [11]

A
randomized
multicenter
trial (Italy)

2002~2003

48.0

395

298:
97c

68.0

Male
86.1,
female
13.9

NMIBC

9

1.39(0.402.24);
1.94(1.183.18)

Rink 2013
[7]

Six
1987~2007
international
centers

49.0

2043

593:
956:
494

67.0

Male
78.7,
female
21.3

NMIBC

8

1.22(1.011.48);
1.12(0.941.34)

Rink 2013
[8]

Five
2000~2008
international
centers

34.3

1506

517:
693:
296

66.4

Male
77.3,
female
22.7

MIBC

8

1.47(1.121.94);
1.26(0.961.66)

1.41(1.041.90);
1.22(0.911.63)

Da Silva
2013 [16]

Four
1992~2008
international
institutions

34.0

1502

516:
693:
293

66.0

Male
78.4,
female
21.6

MIBC

8

1.47(1.121.92);
1.27(0.981.65)

1.43(1.061.93);
1.24(0.981.66)
0.94(0.641.37);
1.21(0.861.70)

Lee 2012
[12]

The Asan
Medical
Center
(Korea)

1989~2008

56.0

602

159:
181:
262

62.2

Male
89.7,
female
10.3

Both

8

0.91(0.631.31);
0.93(0.661.29)

Sfakianos
2011 [18]

The
Memorial
SloanKettering
Cancer
Center
(USA)

1994~2008

80.9

623

97:
386:
140

75.0

Male
67.9,
female
32.1

NMIBC

7

1.04(0.771.40)b
1.05(0.841.32)b

1.07(0.442.60);
0.90(0.402.03)

2.09(1.293.39);
1.29(0.792.09)

1.16(0.652.10)b
1.00(0.641.58)b

1.12(0.851.47);
1.10(0.861.41)

1.27(0.642.53)b
1.14(0.661.97)b

(Continued )
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Study

Chade
2010 [19]

Ahirwar
2008 [23]

Setting
(Country)

The
Memorial
SloanKettering
Cancer
Center
(USA)

Period

Mean
Cur: Mean
follow- Sample
For:
age
Sex (%)
up
size
Non (years)
(months)

Disease
stage

NOS
score

Outcomes of Cur vs. Non and For vs.
Non
(SRRE 95%CI)
Recurrence

Progression
0.86(0.352.11)b
1.02(0.631.66)b

1998~2008

48.0

155

11:
91:
44

69.0

Male
85.2;
female
14.8

NMIBC

7

1.22(0.463.21)b
1.16(0.622.18)b
.

Sanjay
2004~2007
Gandhi
Postgraduate
Institute
of Medical
Sciences
(India)

13.0

136

46:
27:
63

61.6

Male
87.5;
female
12.5

Both

8

0.72(0.372.16);
1.17(0.592.31)

Chen 2007
[9]

National
Taiwan
university
hospital
(China)

1997~2005

38.0

265

78:
123:
64

67.1

male
100

NMIBC

9

1.00(0.551.82);
0.64(0.321.23)

Leibovici
2005 [20]

Anderson
Cancer
Center &
Baylor
College of
Medicine
(USA)

1995~2003

20.8

195

44:
99:
52

62.6

Male
76.9;
female
23.1

NMIBC

7

0.81(0.471.37);
1.11(0.731.70)

Fifteen
1990~1992
acute-care
participating
hospitals
(Canada)

23.7

368

162:
150:
56

65.1

Male
73.6;
female
26.4

NMIBC

7

1.45(0.942.24);
1.28(0.821.98)

Allard
1995 [22]

Cancerspecific
mortality

0.59(0.172.03);
1.30(0.533.16)

Abbreviations: Cur, current smokers; For, former smokers; Non, non-smokers; SRRE, summary relative risk estimates; CI,
confidence interval; NOS, Newcastle-Ottawa scale; MIBC, muscle invasive bladder cancer; NMIBC, non-muscle invasive
bladder cancer.
a: the effect estimates in this study is odd ratio (OR) with 95%CI;
b: the HR and 95%CI is extracted from the univariate model;
c: only reported the sample size of smoker and non-smoker.

analyses were consistently independent of study design,
disease stage and surgical method (Table 3). Sensitivity
analyses also suggested that no single study would
influence the overall findings, which implied that our
results were reliable and robust (data not shown).

investigating the efficacy of adjuvant treatments for
the prevention of recurrence have rarely taken smoking
status into consideration. Furthermore, epidemiological
studies pay more attention to cancer incidence than to
the outcome of bladder cancer following surgery. There
is no comprehensive evidence on the association between
smoking status and the prognosis of patients with bladder
cancer after surgery.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
systematic epidemiological assessment of the association
between smoking status and the prognosis of patients
with bladder cancer. A meta-analysis was conducted on
13 cohort studies and 2 case-control studies with 10,192
bladder cancer patients in total to provide a stable and

DISCUSSION
Cigarette smoking is thought to promote the
development of bladder cancer; a higher incidence of
bladder cancer is detected in smokers with a longer period
of exposure to carcinogens (including polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, aromatic amines and nitrosamines)
through cigarette smoking [25, 26]. However, studies
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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Table 2: Assessment of quality of studies by Newcastle-Ottawa Scale
Studies

Selection
1

2

Pastore 2015[21]

*

Grotenhuis 2015[10]

3

Comparability

Outcome

Total

4

5A

5B

6

7

8

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8

Wyszynski 2014[24]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8

Kim 2014[17]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8

Serretta 2013[11]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

9

Rink 2013[7]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8

Rink 2013[8]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8

Da Silva 2013[16]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8

Lee 2012[12]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8

Sfakianos 2011[18]

*

*

*

*

*

7

Chade 2010[19]

*

*

*

*

*

7

Ahirwar 2008[23]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8

Chen 2007[9]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

9

Leibovici 2005[20]

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

7

Allard 1995[22]

*

*

*

*

*

*

7

*

*

*
*

*

*
*

1 = Representativeness of the exposed cohort;
2 = Selection of the non-exposed cohort;
3 = Ascertainment of exposure;
4 = Demonstration that outcome of interest was not present at start of study;
5 = Comparability of cohorts on the basis of the design or analysis (a. study controls for age; b. study controls for any
additional factor);
6 = Assessment of outcome;
7 = Follow-up long enough for outcomes to occur;
8 = Adequacy of follow up of cohorts.

Figure 2: Meta-analysis of studies that examined the associations of bladder cancer recurrence risk with A. current
and B. former smoking.
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credible result. The outcomes of bladder cancer treated
with surgery included disease recurrence, disease
progression and cancer-specific mortality. The summarized
results indicated that current smoking may increase the
risk of disease recurrence and cancer-specific mortality, but
may not be associated with the risk of disease progression.
Furthermore, former smoking was found to be positively
associated with disease recurrence and cancer-specific
mortality, but no significant association was detected
between former smoking and disease progression.
Substantial heterogeneity was detected among the
studies of current/former smoking and disease recurrence.
Furthermore, some heterogeneity was observed among
the studies that reported on current smoking and disease

progression. The heterogeneity that existed in our analysis
was potentially caused by differences in study populations,
model selection for patients treated with surgery, variability
of intravesical therapies, study design and the follow-up
duration. Although subgroup analyses were performed to
elucidate potential sources of heterogeneity, the source
of heterogeneity was not identified. However, sensitivity
analyses indicated that our findings were reliable and
robust. In addition, there was no evidence of significant
publication bias in these analyses according to the results
of the Begg’s or Egger’s tests, except that the Begg’s and
Egger’s tests indicated that there was possible publication
bias in the studies that examined the association of former
smoking with disease progression risk.

Figure 3: Meta-analysis of studies that examined the associations of bladder cancer progression risk with A. current
and B. former smoking.

Figure 4: Meta-analysis of studies that examined the associations of bladder cancer mortality risk with A. current and
B. former smoking.
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Table 3: Summary of meta-analysis results for smoking status and disease recurrence for bladder cancer
Current smoker vs. Never smoker

Analysis
specification

n (size)

All

15
1.23(1.05-1.45)
(10192)

HR (95%CI)

I2(%)

p-het

56.3

0.004

Study design

p-reg

Former smoker vs. Never smoker
SRRE (95%CI)

I2(%)

p-het

1.22(1.09-1.37)

35.2

0.087

0.443

0.873

Single center

12
(5141)

1.17(0.94-1.47)

60.9

0.003

1.24(1.05-1.46)

46.8

0.037

multicenter

3
(5051)

1.34(1.17-1.53)

0.0

0.403

1.19(1.04-1.35)

0.0

0.653

Geographic
region

0.910

0.335

America

5
(1480)

1.08(0.87-1.33)

0.0

0.522

1.11(0.94-1.31)

0.0

0.942

Europe

3
(1932)

1.60(0.67-3.84)

88.5

0.000

1.64(1.05-2.55)

71.1

0.031

Asia

4
(1729)

1.08(0.79-1.50)

43.5

0.151

1.08(0.73-1.60)

65.9

0.032

Disease stage

0.356

0.409

MIBC

3
(3147)

1.42(1.18-1.71)

0.0

0.447

1.26(1.05-1.51)

0.0

0.997

NMIBC

10
(6307)

1.27(1.02-1.57)

62.7

0.004

1.26(1.07-1.48)

52.7

0.025

UBC

2 (738) 0.88(0.63-1.23)

0.0

0.631

0.97(0.72-1.31)

0.0

0.554

Method of
surgery

p-reg

0.657

0.638

RC

5
(3885)

1.19(0.92-1.54)

48.9

0.098

1.18(1.01-1.38)

0.0

0.646

TURB

10
(6307)

1.27(1.02-1.57)

62.7

0.004

1.26(1.07-1.48)

52.7

0.025

Abbreviations: MIBC, muscle invasive bladder cancer; NMIBC, non-muscle invasive bladder cancer; TURB, Transurethral
resection of the bladder; RC, Radical cystectomy; p-het, p value for heterogeneity; p-reg, p value for meta-regression;
SRRE, summary relative risk estimates.

The overall findings indicated that current and
former smokers were at a significantly higher risk of
experiencing disease recurrence and cancer-specific
mortality compared with patients that had never smoked.
The biological mechanisms linking current and former
smokers with recurrence and cancer-specific mortality
are not well characterized. However, there are several
mechanisms that are considered to have important roles.
The carcinogens in tobacco are partially absorbed by the
lungs into the blood. Subsequently, they are concentrated
into urine by the kidneys via filtration; thus, the epithelial
cells of the bladder cancer are exposed to and damaged
by the carcinogens, increasing the risk of bladder cancer
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

development. Furthermore, the prolonged effect of
smoking carcinogens may lead to cumulative molecular
alterations that have adverse effects on the biological and
clinical behavior of bladder cancer, promoting growth
and motility [27]. In addition, continuous smoking may
weaken the immune response to bladder cancer leading to
a higher risk of bladder cancer recurrence and mortality
[28].
Notably, former smoking was also associated
with an increased risk of bladder cancer recurrence and
cancer-specific mortality. An explanation may be that the
DNA damage caused by tobacco exposure is irreversible
and leads to permanent smoking-derived genetic
1285
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alterations. Vineis et al reported that the risk of bladder
cancer in former smokers remained higher than the risk
in never smokers, even 15 years after quitting cigarette
smoking [29]. To assess the irreversible smoking-derived
transcriptional changes after smoking cessation, the
correlation of the alterations in certain genes (e.g. hypoxiainducible factor-1) in former smokers with those in current
smokers were analyzed. Although the expression changes
were weaker in former smokers compared with current
smokers, the alterations were still observable in former
smokers [30].
Although our study confirms that smoking exposure
is significantly related to poorer prognosis in patients
with bladder cancer, the study has limitations with
regard to investigating the influence of the timing of
smoking cessation. On the basis of our findings, former
smokers appear to harbour the same risk of recurrence
and mortality as current smokers. However, the results
require further investigation. Rink et al reported that
smoking cessation for >10 years may reduce the risk of
disease recurrence, cancer-specific mortality and overall
mortality [7, 8]. The favourable results may be caused by
a decrease in the damaging effects of smoking, improved
repair mechanisms, and recovery of defense mechanisms
following long-term smoking cessation [9, 31]. Although
other studies reported that a longer duration since smoking
cessation did not improve disease prognosis, smoking
cessation is still advocated due to the well-established
beneficial effects on the risk of developing several other
diseases, including cardiovascular disease and second
primary cancers [10].
There are several potential limitations that should
be considered when assessing the results of the present
study. First and foremost, there are no prospective studies
assessing the impact of smoking status on the outcomes
of bladder cancer patients treated with surgery. In the
current meta-analysis, 13 retrospective cohorts and 2
case-control studies were included, which were prone
to have recall bias. Secondly, substantial heterogeneity
was observed among the studies in certain pooled risk
estimates, which may have been caused by the variability
of smoking exposure, such as in smoking products (cigars,
pipes and tobacco chewing), forms of exposure (secondhand smoking and occupational exposure) and the form
of surgery (lymph node dissection templates, number of
lymph nodes removed, effect of repeat TURB and quality
of the TURB). Additionally, we could not adjust for the
number and experience of the surgeons and pathologists
across the study centers, which may influence the results.
Furthermore, the smoking status was predominantly selfreported in the studies and was not verified by biochemical
analysis, and is thus subject to recall bias.
In summary, the findings from the present metaanalysis provide evidence that both current smoking
and former smoking are associated with a higher risk of
recurrence and mortality in patients with bladder cancer.
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

Prospective and larger epidemiological studies with a
longer follow-up are required to confirm these findings.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Search strategy
Our meta-analysis was performed according to the
meta-analysis of observational studies in epidemiology
guidelines [32]. The literature search was retrieved in
Pubmed, Embase and the Cochrane Library to identify
the eligible studies up to April 2016. The primary search
string included the following items: smok* or tobacco or
cig*; bladder or urothelial or transitional cell; carcinoma
or cancer or neoplas* or tumor; outcome or prognos*
or recur* or progress* or mortality or death or survival.
The search was focused on human studies, without any
other restriction. Furthermore, we also checked relevant
review articles and their references to identify all available
studies that may not have been included in the primary
search results. Additionally, in view of the large number
of bladder cancers arising in China, we have also searched
the China National knowledge infrastructure (CNKI).

Inclusion and excluded criteria
Two investigators assessed the eligibility of each
study independently. A study would be included if it met
the following criteria: (a) published as an original article;
(b) patients treated with surgery for bladder cancer; (c)
compared with never/no smoking, former smoking/current
smoking as the exposure; (d) reported risk estimates
(hazard ratios, risk ratios, odd ratios) with corresponding
95% confidence intervals or provided sufficient data to
estimate these. Considering there were minor variations in
the definitions of smoking status across studies, we defined
the smoking status consistent with most of the studies to
minimize error and combine the results. The category of
“current smoking” comprised the patients who were still
smoking at the time of diagnosis or stopped smoking
within one year of diagnosis. Patients who had quitted
smoking at least one year before the diagnosis of bladder
cancer were categorized as “former smoking”. “No/never
smoking” was defined as patients who reported to have
never smoked in their lifetime. The outcomes of bladder
cancer were defined as “disease recurrence”, “disease
progression”, and “cancer-specific mortality”, which were
synthesized respectively in this meta-analysis.
The excluded criteria were: (a) meeting abstracts,
expert opinions or reviews without usable data reported;
(b) published as a duplicate article or reported the same
population; (c) did not clearly describe smoking exposure
categorizations and corresponding effect value. If the
studies were reported from the same or overlapping
cohort, only the most recent and informative one would
be included.
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Data extraction and quality assessment
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Smoking status of patients in many studies were
usually categorized as current smoking, former smoking
and never smoking. To avoid confusion, all statistical
analyses in this study were based on comparisons
of current/former with never smoking. Statistical
heterogeneity among studies was measured using the
Q and I2 statistic (p<0.10 was considered significant
statistical heterogeneity). Fixed or random effects
models were used to calculate summary relative risk
estimates (SRRE), 95% confidence intervals (CI), and
corresponding p-values for heterogeneity. Forest plots
were also applied to assess the relationship between
smoking status and outcomes of bladder cancer after
surgery.
Subgroup and meta-regression analyses were
conducted to examine potential sources of heterogeneity
on the basis of study design (single center vs.
multicenter), geographic region (America, Europe or
Asia), disease stage (muscle-invasive bladder cancer,
non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer or urinary bladder
cancer) and surgical method (RC vs. TURB). Sensitivity
analyses were performed to clarify whether the results
were influenced by a particular study, by omitting one
study at a time. In addition, to investigate whether
publication bias may affect the validity of the estimates,
we applied Egger’s and Begg’s tests to assess the
potential bias captured by the funnel plot. All statistical
analyses were performed with STATA Statistical
Software (version 12.0). P<0.05 was considered to
indicate a statistically significant difference, except
where specifically noted.
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